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Abstract 
Pol (1996) and Arenas (1996) independently introduced transfinite extensions of finite order of 
mappings by the use of the length of a partially ordered set and Borst’s order, respectively. By 
use of the transfinite order of mappings, Arenas introduced a transfinite dimension O-dim based 
on the Morita’s theorem and proved that every countable-dimensional compact metric space has 
O-dim. Then he asked whether the converse is true. In the present note, we shall show that both the 
transfinite extensions given by Pol and Arenas are the same if we ignore the values, and give an 
affirmative answer to Arenas’ question as follows: a me&able space X has the order dimension 
O-dim X if and only if X has large transfinite dimension Ind X. Furthermore, we shall prove that if 
a metrizable space X has the order dimension O-dim, then IndX 6 0-dimX and O-dims, = cy 
for every ordinal number cy < WI, where S, is Smirnov’s compactum. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Finite-to-one mapping; Order of mapping; Covering dimension; Large transfinite 
dimension; Metrizable space 
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1. Introduction 
In [8], Morita proved a fundamental theorem on the dimension and closed mappings in 
metrizable spaces: for a metrizable space X, dim X < n if and only if there are a metriz- 
able space 2’ with dim Z = 0 and a closed mapping f of Z onto X such that everyJiber of 
f contains at most n+ 1 points. The theorem has many applications to infinite-dimensional 
spaces. In particular, the theorem is extended to countable-dimensional spaces, strongly 
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countable-dimensional spaces and spaces that have large transfinite dimension by Nagata 
[91, Engelking 141 and Hattori [6], respectively. 
Quite recently, Pol [13] introduced a transfinite extension of the order of finite-to-one 
mappings and investigated the behavior of weakly infinite-dimensional compacta under 
a continuous mapping with the transfinite order. Independently, Arenas [l] gave another 
transfinite extension of the order of finite-to-one mappings by the use of Borst’s or- 
der. Then, he extended the covering dimension to transfinite dimension O-dim based on 
Morita’s theorem and proved that every countable-dimensional compact metric space has 
O-dim. He asked if every compact metric space having O-dim is countable-dimensional 
[ 1, Question 3.91. In Section 2, we show that both the transfinite extensions given by 
Pol and Arenas are the same if we ignore the values and they are closely related to 
have large transfinite dimension. Furthermore, we prove that a metrizable space X 
has the order dimension 0-dimX if and only if X has large transfinite dimension 
IndX (Theorem 2.7). This answers Arenas’ question affirmatively. In Section 3, we 
investigate the values of the order dimension 0-dimX for certain classes of metriz- 
able spaces. We prove that if a metrizable space X has the order dimension O-dim, 
then 
Ind X < O-dim X. 
Furthermore, we also prove that 
O-dim S, = QI for every ordinal number ck < WI, 
where S, is Smirnov’s compacturn. 
We refer the reader to [5,10] for the terminology and basic results on the theory of 
infinite-dimensional spaces. 
2. Transfinite order of mappings 
We begin with the description of Borst’s order. To classify the weakly infinite-dimen- 
sional spaces, Borst [2] introduced a transfinite order Ord M of a collection M of finite 
subsets of a set. 
Definition 2.1 [2]. Let L be a set, Fin L the collection of all nonempty finite subsets of 
L and M a subset of Fin L. Let a > 0 be an ordinal number. For 0 E (8) U Fin L, we 
Put 
M”={~EF~~L: aUrEMandaflr=0}. 




If Ord M < a for some ordinal number (~1, we say that Ord M exists (or M has Ord M). 
By use of this order, Arenas [l] defined an order of mappings as follows. 
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Definition 2.2 [l]. Let X, Y be topological spaces and f : X + Y a mapping. Let I(X) 
be the topology of X. We put 
Un} E FinI( Vi n U, = 0 for i # j 
and fi f(G) # 0). 
i=l 
Then the order A-Ord f of f in the sense of Arenas is defined as A-Ord f = Ord O(f). 
Let f be a mapping from a regular space X to a topological space Y. Arenas showed 
that if A-Ord f exists, then f-’ (1~) is countably compact for each y E Y [ 1, Lemma 2.21. 
He asked whether every fiber of f is finite under the same assumption [ 1, Question 2.41. 
The following is the affirmative answer of the question and it will be used later. 
Proposition 2.3. Let f be a mapping from a regular space X to a topological space Y. 
Zf A-Ord f exists, then f-’ (y) is finite for each y E Y. 
Proof. We suppose that there is y E Y such that f-‘(y) is infinite. Since f-‘(y) is 
countably compact [l, Lemma 2.21, there is an accumulation point z of f-‘(y). It is 
easy to see that there are a sequence { z,}p=, of points of f - ’ (y) \ {z} and a sequence 
{U7L}Ez, of open sets of X such that z:i E Ui and z n (Ujci q U {x}) = 0 for each 
i = 1,2,... . For each i we put pi = {U,, . . . , Uz}. Then, pi E O(f) and Ti c r,+l 
for each i. It follows from [2, Lemma 2.1.31 that OrdO does not exist. This is a 
contradiction. 0 
Now, we describe another approach to extend the order of finite-to-one mappings due 
to Pol [ 131. Let 4 be a partial order on a set A. We say that + is well-founded on a 
subset C of A if there is no infinite descending sequence al + uz > . . in C. For a 
well-founded subset (C, 4) we inductively define a length of C as follows: 
For each a E C, rankc a = 1 if and only if there is no b E C with b + a, and 
rankc a = sup{rankc b + 1: b E C, and b 3 a}. 
Furthermore, we define length C = supjrankc a: a E C}. 
Definition 2.4 [ 131. Let A be a finite closed cover of a space X. Then, A is said to be 
a regular partition of X if each member of A is regular closed and {Int A: A E d} 
is pairwise disjoint. Let r(X) be the set of all regular partitions of X. For each A, 
B E r(X), we define A 4 B if A is a refinement of B and there are A E A and B E B 
such that A # B and A c Int B. Then + is a partial order on T(X). 
Let f be a continuous mapping from a space X onto a space Y. We put 
r(f) = {A E r(X): n {f(IntA): A E d} # 0}. 
Then, we say that f has the P-order (or P-Ord f exists) if 4 is well-founded on r(f). 
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A mapping f : X + Y is said to be point finite if every fiber of f is finite. We say 
that a mapping f : X + Y is strongly point Jinite [6] if sup{ If-’ (y) 1: y E F} < co for 
every closed discrete subset F of Y. 
Then we have the following: 
Theorem 2.5. Let f be a closed continuous mapping from a normal space X to a Tl- 
space Y. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f is strongly point$nite. 
(b) A-Ordf exists, i.e., OrdO exists. 
(c) P-Ordf exists, i.e., 4 is well-founded on r(f). 
Proof. (a) =+ (b) We suppose that f is strongly point finite and OrdO does not 
exist. It follows from 12, Lemma 2.1.31 that there is a sequence {Un}rE1 of open sets -- 
of X such that U, n U, = 8 if R # m and n&, f(E) # 0 for every n. For each n 
we choose yn E ny=, f(E) and we put F = {yn: n = 1,2,. . .}. It is obvious that 
sup{lf-‘(y)l: Y E F) = 00. To show that F is a closed discrete subset of Y, let y E Y. - 
Since f-’ (9) is finite, there is an no such that 1~ $ f(Un,). Put 
- 
V = Y \ (f(&,) U {YG n < no and Y # y,}). 
Then V is a neighborhood of y such that 1 Vn F 1 < 1. This implies the closed discreteness 
of F. Hence f is not strongly point finite. 
(b) + (a) We suppose that Ord O(f) exists and f is not strongly point finite. Then 
there is a closed discrete subset F of Y such that sup{lf-‘(y)l: y E F} = co. For each 
n we choose yn E F such that ( f -’ (y,) ( > n. S ince f is point finite, by Proposition 2.3, 
it follows that yn # 1~~ if n # m. Let XC;, . . . , zz E f-‘(1~~) such that CE~ # x:j” if 
i # j. Then {xr: i 6 n and n = 1,2,. . .} is a closed discrete in X. Since X is normal, -- 
for each i 6 n and n = 1,2,. . . there is an open set UT of X such that UF n UJy = 0 
if (n, i) # (m, j). For each i we put Ui = Unai Up and pi = {Ul, . . . , Ui}. It is easy 
to see that 7% E O(f) and ri c T~+I for each i. Hence OrdO does not exist, by [2, 
Lemma 2.1.31. 
(a) + (c) We suppose that f is strongly point finite and + is not well-founded on r(f). 
There is an infinite descending sequence A, + dz + . . . in r(f). It follows from [13, 
Lemma 4. l] that there are an increasing sequence n( 1) < n(2) < . . of natural numbers 
and disjoint subfamilies Vi c dn(i) such that each Di contains at least i elements and 
n{f(A): A E ‘IDi+,} c n{f(A): A E Vi}. We choose yi E n{f(A): A E ‘Di} for each 
i, and we put F = {yi: i = 1,2,. . .}. It is clear that sup{lf-l(y)/: y E F} = co. Let 
y E Y. Since If-‘(y)I < oo, there is io such that y 4 r){f(A): A E Via}. Then, there is 
Ai, E Di,, such that f-‘(y) n Ai, = 8. Since f is closed, there is an open neighborhood 
U of y such that f-‘(U) n Ai, = 0. We put V = U \ {yi: i < io and yi # y}. For each 
i > i(), 
Vi E n{f(A): A E Di) C n{f(A): A E Die} C f(Aio). 
Therefore, yi $ U > V. Hence it follows that F is a closed discrete subset of Y, and 
hence f is not strongly point finite. This is a contradiction. 
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(c) + (a) Suppose that f is not strongly point finite. Let F = {yi: i = 1,2, .} 
be a closed discrete subset of Y such that If-‘(;yi)l 3 i for each i. For each i we 
choose i many distinct points x1, . . .,sfoff-‘(z~i).Then{z): j=1,2 ,..., iandi= 
1,2:. .} is a countable closed discrete subset of a normal space X. Hence for each 
j < i and each i = 1,2,. . . , there is an open set Uj of X such that x6 E Uj and 
{U,: j = 1.2,..., i and i = 1,2. . .} is discrete in X. For each j = 1,2: . . we put 
Uj = lJzj Ujz and dj = {c, . . , q, X \ (U, U . U U;)}. It is clear that .A, is a 
regular partition of X and sl,+l 4 dj. Since yjlj+i E n{f(A): A E dj}, dj E r(f). 
Hence 4 is not well-founded on r(f). This completes the proof. 0 
We only consider the transfinite order due to Arenas in the rest of this paper and hence 
we use the symbol Ordf in the sense of A-Ordf. By use of the transfinite order of 
mappings, Arenas extended the covering dimension to a transfinite dimension as follows. 
Definition 2.6 [l]. Let X be a Tychonoff space and (Y an ordinal number. Then X has 
the order dimension 0-dimX 6 o if and only if there are a strongly zero-dimensional 
space 2 and a perfect mapping f of 2 onto X such that Ord f < (Y + 1. 
We say that X has the order dimension O-dim X (or O-dim X exists) if O-dim X 6 Q 
for some ordinal number a. 
The following is an affirmative answer of [ 1, Question 3.91 and gives a characterization 
of spaces that have large transfinite dimension in terms of finite-to-one closed continuous 
mappings. 
Theorem 2.7. A metrizable space X has the order dimension O-dim if and only if X 
has large transfinite dimension Ind. 
Proof. It follows from [6, Theorem 2.61 that a metrizable space X has large transfinite 
dimension Ind if and only if there are a metrizable space 2 with dim 2 = 0 and a strongly 
point finite closed continuous mapping f of 2 onto X. Hence the ‘if’ part is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 2.5. To show the ‘only if’ part, we suppose that X has the order 
dimension O-dim X. Then there are a Tychonoff space 2 and a perfect mapping f of 2 
onto X such that dim 2 = 0 and Ord f exists. It follows from Pasynkov’s factorization 
theorem [l 1, Theorem 31 that there are a metrizable space Y and mappings g : 2 -+ Y 
and h : Y + X such that dim Y = 0 and f = hog. Then h is a perfect mapping. To show 
that Ord h exists, let I(Y) and ‘7(Z) denote the topologies of Y and 2 respectively. We 
define a mapping @ : I(Y) + I(Z) as @i(U) = g-‘(U) for each U E 7(Y). It is easy 
to see that for each D = {VI, . . . ,U%} E O(h), @i(o) E O(f) and IsP(g)I = (~1. Hence, 
by [2, Lemma 2.1.61, OrdO exists and OrdO < Ord O(f). Hence Theorem 2.5 
and [6, Theorem 2.61 imply that X has large transfinite dimension. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Remark 2.8. Arenas mentioned the following [l, Theorem 3.41: Let a be an ordinal 
number. If X is a topological sum of a family of spaces {Xx: X E A} such that 
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0-dimXx < a for each X E A, then 0-dimX 6 Q. But, this is false. Indeed, let X 
be the topological sum of n-cubes I”, rz = 1,2, . . . . Then it is well known that X 
does not have large transfinite dimension. Hence, it follows from Theorem 2.7 above 
that X does not have order dimension O-dim. On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
if a space X = Xr $ X2, then 0-dimX = max(O-dimXt ,O-dim X2). For, let 2 be 
a strongly O-dimensional space and f be a perfect mapping from 2 onto X. Since Xi 
(i = 1,2) is open and closed in X, o(f]f-~ (x,)) c O(f) for i = 1,2. This means that 
O-dim Xi < O-dim X for i = 1,2. Conversely, let 21 and 22 be strongy O-dimensional 
spaces, fl a perfect mapping from 21 onto X1 and fz a perfect mapping from 22 onto 
X2. Put 2 = Zr@& and f = ft $ f2. Then 2 is a O-dimensional spa_ce and f is a perfect 
mapping from 2 onto X. Moreover it is easy to check that O(f) C O(fl ) UO( fz), where 
- 
,U,}~Fin7(2): qnUk=@forj#k 
and hf(u,“z,) #0} 
j=l 
for i = 1,2. By [2, Lemmas 2.1.6 and 2.2.11, we have that Ord G(fi) < Ord fi for 
i = 1,2 and Ord f 6 max(Ord ft , Ord f2). Therefore these mean that 
O-dim X < max( O-dim X1 , O-dim X2). 
By Remark 2.8 above, the proof of Example 3.8 in [l] is not correct. Hence, the 
following question seems to be open. 
Question 2.9. Let X be a compact space having the order dimension 0-dimX. Is X 
countable-dimensional? 
3. The values of the order dimension O-dim 
We further the investigation of the relation between the order dimension and large 
transfinite dimension. We begin with some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a metrizable space and A a closed subset of X. Let I(X) and 
I(A) be families of all open sets of X and A, respectively. Then there is a mapping ~- 
@: I(A) + I(X) such that Q(U) n A = U for each U E I(A) and Q(U) n Q(V) = 8 
for each U, V E 7(A) with ?? fl v = 8. 
Proof. The lemma may be already known. We show an outline of the proof for the 
convenience of the reader. For each U E 7(A) and each u E U there is E(U, U) > 0 
such that ,9,(,,,,(u) n A c U, where So is the S-neighborhood of U. Then we put 
Q’(U) = u (sE(U,U),3(4: u E u}. 
It is easy to see that @ satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 0 
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Remark 3.2. By use of Lemma 3.1, we have a subset theorem of the order dimension 
O-dim for metrizable spaces: if A is a closed subset of a metrizable space X having 
0-dimX, then A has O-dim and O-dim A < 0-dimX. This is a partial answer of [l, 
Question 3.101. However, we do not know whether if the subset theorem of O-dim holds 
for nonmetrizable spaces. 
We need a sum theorem for large transfinite dimension to prove Lemma 3.3 below. 
For each ordinal number cr, we denote cy = X(o) + n(a), where X(o) is a limit ordinal 
number and n(o) is a nonnegative integer. Let cr and p be ordinal numbers. Then the 
lower sum cy &i /3 of a and p is given as follows: 
if X(Q) > X(P), 
a: $ /? = Z’+ n(P) = p + n(n): if A(a) = X(P), 
P> if X(o) < X(p). 
Lemma 3.3 [7,12,3]. Let X be a hereditarily normal space. If there are closed subsets 
FI and FZ of X such that X = F, U F2 and FI and F2 have large transjinite dimension, 
then 
Ind X < max(Ind F, , Ind F2) $ (Ind(Fi n F2) + 1). 
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a metrizable space having large transjinite dimension and o a 
limit ordinal number less than WI. IfInd X > Q, then there are a sequence {Ulz}~=, of 
open sets of X and a sequence {F,}r=, of closed sets of X such that 
(1) U,nu,=0ifn#m, 
(2) F, c U, for each n, 
(3) Ind F, < Ind F,+,, and 
(4) SUP~_~ Ind F, = (Y. 
Proof. Since Ind X > a, there is a closed subset F of X such that Ind F = Q. Hence, 
by making use of Lemma 3.1, we can assume that IndX = IY. Let {,8,},“,, be a strictly 
increasing sequence of ordinal numbers such that SUP~_~ Pn = Q. Since IndX = cr > 
&, there are disjoint closed subsets A, and B, of X such that IndC, 3 pn for every 
partition C, between A, and B,. For each n, let {Gy}za be a decreasing sequence of 
open sets of X such that A, c Gy, G;+, c Gq for each i > 0 and q n B, = 0. For 
each i 3 1, there are open sets U%p, Vin and IV%? of X such that 
and F n IJ,” = 0 if i # j. If there is no such that Ind V,“” = cy for each i 3 1, then we 
110 put F, = Vi and Vi = UtFO for each i. Then the sequences {U~}z”,, and {Fi}cI are 
desired. 
We suppose that for each n there is i(n) 3 1 such that Ind ViTn, < (Y. By the induction, 
for each natural number p we shall choose natural numbers t(p) and S(p) which satisfy 
the following. 
(5) C(u) < k(p) < !(p + 1) for each p, and 
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(6) IndF, > /3qP), where Fp = Bd G$&,, \ lJt:i I’$$,,. 
We put e(l) = k(1) = 1. Since FI = BdG:(,) separates Al and Bi in X, it follows that 
Ind FI 3 PI. Let T be a natural number. We assume that there are e(l), e(2), . . . , J?(T) 
and k(l), k(2), . . . , k(r) which satisfy conditions (5) and (6) above. Since 
Ind I$$~,, < a for each s 6 r, 
it follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
TP 
Ind U V$T?,, < Q. 
,$=I 
Hence there are natural numbers e(r + 1) and k(r + 1) such that 
Pt++l) > ma Pk(,), Ind /.) a , and 
s=l > 
We suppose that IndF,+i < ,&cr+i). Then, by Lemma 3.3, it follows that 
> < PN~+I). 
This contradicts the choice of Aqrtl) and Bkcr+i). Hence, it follows that 
We put 
Then FTtl c UT+ l and U, n UT+1 = 8 for each s < r. Hence the inductive procedure 
is complete and so the lemma is proved. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a metrizable space having the order dimension 0-dimX. Then 
the inequality IndX < 0-dimX holds. 
Proof. We shah prove the theorem by the induction on O-dim. If a be an ordinal number 
with Q < uo and X a metrizable space with O-dim X < a, then Ind X = O-dim X < (Y 
by Morita’s theorem. Let Q be a transfinite ordinal number. We suppose that for every 
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metrizable space Y with 0-dimY < p for some ordinal number /3 < cy, IndY < p 
holds. Let X be a metrizable space such that 0-dimX = cr. As is shown in the proof 
of Theorem 2.7, there are a metrizable space Y and a perfect mapping h: Y + X such 
that dim Y = 0 and Ord h < Q: + 1. Let A and B be disjoint closed sets of X. Since 
dimY = 0, there is a clopen set G of Y such that h-‘(A) c G and Gn h-’ (B) = v). We 
put H = X \ h(Y \ G). Then H is an open set of X such that A c H and B n B = v). 
Let C = Bd H, D = h-‘(C) n G and g = h(D : D + C. Since C is a partition between 
A and B, it suffices to show that Ind C < a. It is clear that Ind D = 0 and g is a 
closed continuous mapping from D onto C. Let ‘T(D) and I(Y) be the topologies of 
D and Y respectively. By Lemma 3.1, there is a mapping @: I(D) + ‘T(Y) such that -- 
Q(U) n D = U for each U E I(D) and Q(U) n@(V) = 0 for each U; V E I(D) with 
~nv=0. 
For each U E 7(D), we put !P(U) = (a(U) n G. We shall show that 
P(~T) = {qu,), . . . , @(&I} E O(h){Y’G1 
for each g = {Ur,... , Un} E O(g). Indeed, it is clear that 
i # j and !P(Ui) f’ (X - G) = 0 for each i. Since 0 E O(g), 
- - 
*(Vi) n S(Uj) = 0 for 
there is z E C such that 
z E ny=“=, g(G). Since z E C, h-‘(x) f’ (Y \ G) # 0. Therefore, it follows that 
2 E fj g(E) n h,(Y \ G) c fi h(@(U,)) n h,(Y \ G), 
i=l i=l 
and hence 9(g) E O(h) iYiG). It is also clear that \!R(cr)i = /(rl for each CJ e O(g). 
Hence, it follows from [2, Lemma 2.1.61 that OrdO < OrdO(h){Y-G} 6 o. 
Case 1. If cy = /3 + 1, then Ordg < cy = ,8 + 1. Hence O-dim C < p. Therefore, it 
follows that IndC 6 p < o by the inductive hypothesis, 
Case 2. Let a: be a limit ordinal number. Since C has O-dim, by Theorem 2.7, C has 
also large transfinite dimension Ind C. We suppose that Ind C > cr. By Lemma 3.4, there 
are a sequence { Un}rzl of open sets of C and a sequence {F,}~=, of closed sets of C 
such that 
(1) u,nU,=0ifn#m, 
(2) F, c U,, for each n, 
(3) Ind F, < Ind Fn+l, and 
(4) supnioo Ind F, = a 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that there is an increasing sequence {&}F?, 
of ordinal numbers such that ,& + 1 < Ind F, for each n and SUP~_~ &, = cy. For each 
n, we put E, = g-’ (F,) and gn. = g 1 E,, : En + F,. Then Ind E, = 0 and gn is a closed 
continuous onto mapping. Since Ind F, 3 & + 1, it follows that Ord gn 3 ,& + 2 by the 
inductive assumption. Hence there is an open set IV, of En such that OrdO(g > 
& + 1. Let V, be an open set of C such that F, c V, c % c U,. By Lemma 3.1, there 
is a mapping Qn : I(E,) -+ I(D) such that Sp, (IV) n E, = W for each IV E 7(En) ____ ___ 
and Qn(W) n Qn(W’) = 0 for each W, IV’ E 7(En) with m n w/ = 0. For each 
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W E I(&), we put !&in(W) = Qn(W) fl g-‘(K) and @ = U,“=, Pn(Wn). Then it is 
easy to see that for each n and each u = {WA,. . . , W,“} E O(gn)w- it follows that 
G(c) = (%(lQ,. . . ,G(wn)} E o(gp 
and j!&(a)1 = 101. H ence it follows from [2, Lemma 2.1.61 that 
Pn + 1 6 OrdO(g < OrdO(g 
Therefore, 
OrdO( 3 sup (on + 1) = a. 
n-CC 
Hence Ord O(g) 2 o + 1. This is a contradiction. Hence Ind C < o. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Concerning the result above, it is natural to ask the following: 
Question 3.6. Let X be a metrizable space having large transjinite dimension IndX. 
Does the inequality O-dim X < Ind X hold? 
We conclude the paper by proving O-dims, = o, where S, is the Smimov’s com- 
pactum. Smirnov’s compacta S’s, Si, . . . , S,, . . . , o < WI, are defined by transfinite 
induction: S’s = 1’ = (0) is a one-point space, and, for (Y > 0, 
1 
s, x I ifcr=p+l, 
Sa = @ So U {ccy} if o is a limit ordinal, 
P<O 
where ep<, Sp U {say) is the one-point compactification of $@_,, SD. 
For each n E NU {0}, since dim In = n, let C, be a met&able space and gn a closed 
mapping from C, onto P such that dim C, = 0 and every fiber of gn contains at most 
n + 1 points. Then we have the following. 
Lemma 3.7. For each ordinal number cy < WI and$nite sequence ni , n2, . . . , n, of non- 
negative integers there are a metrizable space Y, and a pelfect mapping h, : Y, + SA(,J 
such that dimY, = 0 and 
Ord ha x gnca) x figm3 
> 
< X(cx) + wo. 
j=l 
Proof. We prove the lemma by the induction of Q < wi. For each finite ordinal and 
each finite sequence of nonnegative integers the lemma is clear. So, let cr be an infinite 
countable ordinal number. We suppose that for each ordinal number less than cr and 
each finite sequence of nonnegative integers the lemma is true. Fix a finite sequence 
of nonnegative integers ni, 722,. , n,. Since S,j,,, = @p<x(cuj Sfl U {cock,}, from our 
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inductive assumption, for each /I < X(o) and the sequence n(a), 7~1,. . . , ns, there are a 
metrizable space Yo and a perfect mapping /LM : Yo 4 S’X(B) such that dimYp = 0 and 
(1) 
Put 20 = Yo x C,(,, and fo = hp x gn(p) for each /3 < X(o), 
Y,= $ zpu{~x(LY,> 
P<X(e) 
and h, : Y, -+ SAta) be a mapping defined by hnJzg = fo for each p < A(a) and 
h,(zx(,)) = cxca). Then Y, is a me&able space with dimY, = 0 and h, is a perfect 
mapping. 
We shall show that 
ord 
( 
ha x gn(a) x fi in, < X(o) + wo. 
j=l 
For convenience, we put 
Take an arbitrary 
fl= {ul,U2,...,Up+l) E O(kI x9). 
-- - 
Then the family {Ur, UZ, . . , Up+,} is pair-wise disjoint and nFztr h, x g(E) # 0. Let 
A = flfz’=‘,’ h, x g(E). Since we can consider that 
Ycl x C,(a) x fiC,,=Y,xC= @ 2, x CU {zAco,} x C and 
j=I P<NQ) 
s, x fi In3 = s&) x I4 = $ $3 x P u {CX@)} x 14, 
j=I P<Na) 
ha x sl{ zxce)~xc is a p-to-l mapping, and hence it follows that An ({CA(~)} x 14) = 0. 
Since A is compact there are finite PI, p2, . , Pm < X(a) with PI < /32 < . ’ < &,, 
such that 
A&@, x19 and 
kl 
An(Sp, xP)#O fort= 1,2,...,m. 
Foreacht=1,2 ,..., m,weput 
(2) 
(3) 
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6(fpt xg)= T={wl,w*,... 
-- - 
,Wl} E FinI(Y, x C): {Wt,Wz,. . . ,Wl} is 
1 
pairwise disjoint, and (7 fat x g (K n (Zp, x C)) # 0 . 
i=l 1 
From property (3), 0 _E 6(fp, x g) for each t = 1,2,. . . , m. Moreover we can see that 
C(h, x g)O c uz”=t CUP, x g)O. For, let 7 = {Wt,Wz,. . ,Wl} E O(h, x g)“. Then -- - -- - 
r rl c = 8, {WI, WZ, . . . , Wl} U {VI, Uz, . . , VP+,} is pairwise disjoint and 
- 
h h, x g(Wi) ” ‘fi h, x g(E) # 0. 
i=l i=l 
BY propefly (21, 
r)h,xg(~)“Ac&,j, x14. 
i=l t=1 
Hence there is t = 1,2, . . . , m such that 
b fPt x g(win (z,, x c)) npt fPt x g(vi n (% x C)) 
i=l i=l 
= f) (h, x g(x) n (Sp, x I”)) npfi (ha x g(E) f- &, x 1”)) # 0. 
i=l i=l 
Thus this follows that r E o(fp, x g)“. 
By [2, Lemma 2.2.11, we have that 
OrdO(h, ~9)~ <max{Ord~(f~, xg)O: t = 1,2,...,m}. 
Let Q(U) = U n (20~ x C) for each open subset U of Y, x C. Then it is easy to check 
thatfort=1,2 ,..., mandr={Wt,W2 ,..., W~}E@fp, xg), 
@CT) = {@(WI), @(W2), ‘. . , @(W)} E wp, x s> 
and 171 = I@(r)I. So, by [2, Lemma 2.1.61, Ordo(fD, x g) < OrdO(fp, x g). Since 
fat = ha, x gn(P) and g = g+) x fi gnJ, 
j=l 
from property (l), 




hp, x gn(P) x gn(ay) x fi gn, 
j=l 
< J+(A) + wo 6 A(o), 
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for each t = 1,2, . , m. Therefore, we have that 
Ord 
( 
hp, x gn(P) x gncol) x fignJ 6 X((Y) + p < X(o) + Wa. 
3=1 > 
This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.8. For each ordinal number o < WI O-dims, = a. 
Proof. Since 
O-dim S, > Ind S, = cy 
by Theorem 3.5, it suffices to show that O-dims, < 0. For finite ordinal number R, 
O-dim 1” = Ind I” = n and so let Q be an infinite ordinal number less than wt. For each 
p < X( cr) and n(a) E N U {0}, by Lemma 3.7, there are a metrizable space Yp and a 
perfect mapping hp : Yo + Sx(p) such that dimY0 = 0 and 
Ord(ho x gn(p) x gnca)) < W9 + WO. (4) 
Put ZP = Yo x C&(p) and fp = hp x gn(o) for each p < X(a), 2, = Y, x Cnca) 
and fol = h, x gnca) : 2, + S,, where Y, = @P<x(cu) 20 U {zA(~)} is the one- 
point compactification of $p<A(,) 20 and h, : Y, + S’J,(~) is the mapping defined by 
h/z, = fp for P < X(o) and h,(zx(,)) = CA(~). Then it is easily seen that 2, is a 
metrizable space with dim2, = 0 and fu is a perfect mapping. To prove that 
Ordf,<a+l=X(Cy)+n(a)+l, 
take an arbitrary g = {Ut, UZ, . . . , Unca)+2} E O(fol). Then {Ut, Uz,. . , Un(a~+2} is 
pairwise disjoint and nT$)” fa(z) # 0. If we put A = ny’jf2 fa(G), with the 
same argument of the proof of Lemma 3.7, there is an ordinal number /I < X(Q) such 
that 
where 
~~Iz~,~c,(,,) = {u, n (2, x c,,,,), u2 n (2~ x c,,(,)), . , k(,)+2 
n (53 x Gd}. 
Since fp = g/3 x h(p), from property (4) we have that 
OrdW,3 x g+)) u’zfixcn(=) = OrdO(hp x gncp) x gncn)) ~I~OXC,(,) 
< X(P) + wo < X(o). 
Consequently, we have that Ord fey < X(o) + n(o) + 1 = LY + 1, and hence the theorem 
is proved. 0 
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